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Let G be the split special orthogonal group of degree 2n + 1 over
a ﬁeld F of charF = 2. Then we describe G-orbits on the triple ﬂag
varieties G/P × G/P × G/P and G/P × G/P × G/B with respect to
the diagonal action of G where P is a maximal parabolic subgroup
of G of the shape (n,1,n) and B is a Borel subgroup. As by-
products, we also describe GLn-orbits on G/B , Q 2n-orbits on the
full ﬂag variety of GL2n where Q 2n is the ﬁxed-point subgroup in
Sp2n of a nonzero vector in F
2n and 1× Sp2n-orbits on the full ﬂag
variety of GL2n+1. In the same way, we can also solve the same
problem for SO2n where the maximal parabolic subgroup P is of
the shape (n,n).
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a ﬁeld F and let P1, . . . , Pk be parabolic subgroups of G .
Then we consider the diagonal action of G on the multiple ﬂag variety
M= (G/P1) × · · · × (G/Pk).
We say M is of ﬁnite type if it has a ﬁnite number of G-orbits when the ﬁeld F is inﬁnite.
In [6], Magyar, Weyman and Zelevinsky classiﬁed multiple ﬂag varieties of ﬁnite type for GLn(F)
with an arbitrary algebraically closed ﬁeld F and described their orbit decompositions using quiver
theory. In [7], they also solved the same problem for Sp2n(F).
Consider a triple ﬂag variety M= (G/P1)× (G/P2)× (G/P3) and note that G-orbit decomposition
on M is naturally identiﬁed with P3-orbit decomposition on the double ﬂag variety D = (G/P1) ×
(G/P2). Littelmann [5] and Stembridge [13] classiﬁed double ﬂag varieties D with open B-orbits
for simple algebraic groups G where B is a Borel subgroup of G . (In [5], P1 and P2 are maximal
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of charF= 0. Then it follows from the theorem by Brion [1] and Vinberg [14] that |B\D| is ﬁnite.
We can see there are many open problems in this subject. One of them is explicit description of
orbit decomposition for each triple ﬂag variety classiﬁed in [5, Table I] and [13, Section 1]. In this
paper, we solve this problem for some typical orthogonal triple ﬂag variety. It is interesting that we
can describe orbits in our example over an arbitrary ﬁeld of charF = 2 and so we can also compute
the number of elements in each orbit when F is a ﬁnite ﬁeld.
Let F be an arbitrary commutative ﬁeld of charF = 2. Let ( , ) denote the symmetric bilinear form
on F2n+1 deﬁned by
(ei, e j) = δi,2n− j+2
for i, j = 1, . . . ,2n + 1 where e1, . . . , e2n+1 is the canonical basis of F2n+1. Deﬁne the special orthog-
onal group
G = {g ∈ SL2n+1(F) ∣∣ (gu, gv) = (u, v) for all u, v ∈ F2n+1}
with respect to this form. Let us write G = SO2n+1(F) in this paper. Let M denote the variety consist-
ing of all the maximal isotropic subspaces in F2n+1. Here a subspace V in F2n+1 is called a maximal
isotropic subspace if dim V = n and (V , V ) = {0}. Then M is a homogeneous space of G and hence it
is written as M ∼= G/P where P = {g ∈ G | gU0 = U0} with U0 = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen ∈ M is a maximal
parabolic subgroup of G .
Let M0 = {V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn | (Vn, Vn) = {0}} ∼= G/B denote the full ﬂag variety of G . Here B is the
isotropy subgroup of the canonical full ﬂag Fe1 ⊂ Fe1 ⊕ Fe2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen in M0 which
is called a Borel subgroup of G . In this paper, we will describe G-orbits on T = M × M × M and
T0 = M × M × M0 with respect to the diagonal action.
In the same way, we can also solve the problem for SO2n(F) (Section 1.5).
Remark 1.1. (i) Similar problems were studied in [2–4]. In particular, [4, p. 492] described Sp2n(R)-
orbits on the variety consisting of triples of Lagrangian subspaces in a real symplectic vector space.
For each orbit in this decomposition, there corresponds a symmetric bilinear form and the “Maslov
index” is naturally deﬁned. So it is natural that there appear alternating forms in our results on
SO2n+1(F)-orbit decompositions of T (Theorem 1.4) and T0 (Theorem 1.8).
(ii) We may consider the action of the orthogonal group
G˜ = O2n+1(F) =
{
g ∈ GL2n+1(F)
∣∣ (gu, gv) = (u, v) for all u, v ∈ F2n+1}
on M and M0. But since G˜ = G unionsq {−g | g ∈ G} and since −I2n+1 acts trivially on M and M0, the
G˜-orbits are the same as the G-orbits.
(iii) The triple ﬂag variety T0 has the maximum dimension among the triple ﬂag varieties of
SO2n+1(F) of ﬁnite type since
dimT0 = n(n+ 1)
2
+ n(n + 1)
2
+ n2 = n(2n + 1) = dimSO2n+1(F).
1.1. G-orbits on T = M × M × M
For d = 0, . . . ,n, deﬁne Ud = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen−d ⊕ Fen+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen+d+1 ∈ M . For a partition n =
a+ b + c+ + c0 + c− of n with nonnegative integers a, b, c+ , c0 and c− , deﬁne subspaces
U (α) = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fea, U (β) = Fe2n−a−b+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fe2n−a+1,
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U (0) = Fek++1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fek++c0 ⊕ Fek−+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fek−+c0 ⊕ Fen+1
of F2n+1 where k+ = a + b + c+ and k− = n + c− + 1. Write W (0) = U (α) ⊕ U (β) ⊕ U (+) ⊕ U (−) . If
c0 = 2c1 − 1 with a positive integer c1, then we deﬁne an element of M by
V (a,b, c+, c−)odd = W (0) ⊕
( c1−1⊕
i=1
F(ek++i + ek−+i)
)
⊕
( c0⊕
i=c1+1
F(ek++i − ek−+i)
)
⊕ F
(
ek++c1 −
1
2
ek−+c1 + en+1
)
.
If c0 = 2c1 with a nonnegative integer c1, then we deﬁne an element of M by
V (a,b, c+, c−)0even = W (0) ⊕
( c1⊕
i=1
F(ek++i + ek−+i)
)
⊕
( c0⊕
i=c1+1
F(ek++i − ek−+i)
)
.
If c0 = 2c1 with a positive integer c1, then we also deﬁne
V (a,b, c+, c−)1even = W (0) ⊕
( c1⊕
i=1
F(ek++i + ek−+i)
)
⊕
( c0−1⊕
i=c1+1
F(ek++i − ek−+i)
)
⊕ F
(
ek++c0 − ek−+c0 −
1
2
ek−+1 + en+1
)
∈ M.
Theorem 1.2. Let t = (V (1), V (2), V (3)) be an element of T = M × M × M. Deﬁne
a = a(t) = dim(V (1) ∩ V (2) ∩ V (3)), b = b(t) = dim(V (1) ∩ V (2)) − a,
c+ = c+(t) = dim(V (1) ∩ V (3)) − a, c− = c−(t) = dim(V (2) ∩ V (3)) − a,
c0 = c0(t) = n− a− b − c+ − c− and
ε = ε(t) = dim(V (1) + V (2) + V (3)) + a− 2n ∈ {0,1}.
(i) If c0 is odd, then ε = 1 and t ∈ G(U0,Un−a−b, V (a,b, c+, c−)odd).
(ii) If c0 = 0, then ε = 0 and t ∈ G(U0,Un−a−b, V (a,b, c+, c−)0even).
(iii) If c0 is even and positive, then t ∈ G(U0,Un−a−b, V (a,b, c+, c−)εeven) with ε = 0 or 1.
Corollary 1.3.
|G\T | =
n∑
k=0
ηk
(
n− k + 3
3
)
=
[
(n+ 2)4
16
]
where
ηk =
{
1 if k = 0,1,3,5, . . . ,
2 if k = 2,4,6, . . . .
(The second equality is due to H. Ochiai.)
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n 1 2 3 4
|G\T | 5 16 39 81
Theorem 1.4.When F is the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fr with r elements, the number of elements in the G-orbit Gt is
|Gt| = |M| r
(n−a)(n−a+1)/2[r]n
[r]a[r]b[r]c+[r]c−[r]c0
ψεc0(r).
Here [r]m is the r-factorial number (r + 1)(r2 + r + 1) · · · (rm−1 + rm−2 + · · · + 1) and
ψ02k(r) = ψ12k−1(r) =
ψ12k(r)
r2k − 1 = r
k(k−1)(r − 1)(r3 − 1) · · · (r2k−1 − 1).
Remark 1.5. (Cf. Proposition 1.7.) ψεc0 (r) = |GLc0 (Fr)/Hεc0 | where
Hεc0 =
⎧⎨⎩
1× Spc0−1(Fr) if c0 is odd,
Spc0(Fr) if c0 is even and ε = 0,
Qc0 = {g ∈ Spc0(Fr) | gv = v} if c0 is even and ε = 1.
(v is a nonzero element in Fc0r .)
1.2. G-orbits on T0 = M × M × M0
By Theorem 1.2, we may ﬁx a t = (U0,Ud, V ) with V ∈ M of the form
V = V (a,b, c+, c−)odd, V (a,b, c+, c−)0even or V (a,b, c+, c−)1even
where d = n− a− b. Let M0(V ) denote the subvariety of M0 consisting of full ﬂags F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn
satisfying Vn = V . Let π : T0 → T be the projection. Then the ﬁber π−1(t) at t is naturally identiﬁed
with M0(V ). Since the isotropy subgroup at t is R(t) = P ∩ PUd ∩ PV , we have only to describe R(t)-
orbits on M0(V ).
Deﬁnition 1.6. A full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn in M0(V ) is called standard if
Vi = (Vi ∩ U (α)) ⊕ (Vi ∩ U (β)) ⊕
(
Vi ∩ (U (+) ⊕ U (−))
)⊕ (Vi ∩ U (0)),
Vi ∩U (α) = Fe1 ⊕· · ·⊕Feai(F) and Vi ∩U (β) = Fe2n−a−b+2 ⊕· · ·⊕Fe2n−a−b+1+bi(F) for all i = 1, . . . ,n
where ai(F) = dim(Vi ∩ U (α)) and bi(F) = dim(Vi ∩ U (β)).
For a standard full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn , write ci(F) = dim(Vi ∩ (U (+) ⊕ U (−))) and di(F) =
dim(Vi ∩ U (0)). Deﬁne subsets
I(α) = {α1, . . . ,αa} =
{
i ∈ I ∣∣ ai(F) = ai−1(F) + 1},
I(β) = {β1, . . . , βb} =
{
i ∈ I ∣∣ bi(F) = bi−1(F) + 1},
I(γ ) = {γ1, . . . , γc} =
{
i ∈ I ∣∣ ci(F) = ci−1(F) + 1},
I(δ) = {δ1, . . . , δc0} =
{
i ∈ I ∣∣ di(F) = di−1(F) + 1}
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τ (F) denote the permutation
τ (F) : (12 · · ·n) 
→ (α1 · · ·αaγ1 · · ·γcδ1 · · · δc0β1 · · ·βb)
of I and (τ (F)) the inversion number of τ (F).
For X ∈ GLn(F), write
h[X] =
( X 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 J t X−1 J
)
with J = Jn =
⎛⎝0 1. . .
1 0
⎞⎠ .
For A ∈ GLc+ (F), B ∈ GLc0 (F) and C ∈ GLc− (F), deﬁne an element
(A, B,C) = h
⎡⎢⎢⎣
⎛⎜⎜⎝
Ia+b 0 0 0
0 A 0 0
0 0 B 0
0 0 0 C
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎦
of G . Let L+ , L0, L− , L and LV denote the subgroups of G deﬁned by
L+ =
{
(A, Ic0 , Ic−)
∣∣ A ∈ GLc+(F)},
L0 =
{
(Ic+ , B, Ic−)
∣∣ B ∈ GLc0(F)},
L− =
{
(Ic+ , Ic0 ,C)
∣∣ C ∈ GLc−(F)},
L = L+ × L0 × L− and LV = { ∈ L | V = V }, respectively.
Proposition 1.7.
(i) LV = L+ × (LV ∩ L0) × L− .
(ii) V = V (a,b, c+, c−)odd ⇒ LV ∩ L0 ∼= 1× Spc0−1(F),
V = V (a,b, c+, c−)0even ⇒ LV ∩ L0 ∼= Spc0 (F),
V = V (a,b, c+, c−)1even ⇒ LV ∩ L0 ∼= Qc0 .
Here Q c0 = {g ∈ Spc0 (F) | gv = v} with some v ∈ Fc0 − {0}.
Theorem 1.8.
(i) For every full ﬂag F in M0(V ), there exists a g ∈ R(t) = P ∩ PUd ∩ PV such that gF is standard.
(ii) LetF andF ′ be two standard full ﬂags such that gF =F ′ for some g ∈ R(t). Then there exists a gL ∈ LV
such that gLF =F ′ .
(iii) If F= Fr , then |R(t)F | = [r]a[r]br(τ (F))|LVF | for each standard full ﬂag F in M0(V ).
1.3. Orbits on GLn(F)/B
By Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 1.8, our problem is reduced to the orbit decompositions on the
full ﬂag variety of GLn(F) with respect to the following four kinds of subgroups H of GLn(F):
(A) H = GLm+ (F) × GLm− (F) where m+ +m− = n,
(B) H = Spn(F) for even n,
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Fig. 1. GL2(F) × GL2(F)\GL4(F)/B .
(C) H = Qn for even n,
(D) H = 1× Spn−1(F) for odd n.
When F = C, the subgroups H in (A) and (B) are symmetric subgroups of GLn(C) and the orbits
are described in [8] and [11]. Closure relation is described in [9] and [12]. We also have symbolic
description of orbits in [10].
We will solve Problems (B), (C) and (D) in Section 3. We will also give a proof for Problem (A) in
Appendix A. We don’t need the assumption charF = 2 for these problems.
We can express GLm+ (F) × GLm− (F)-orbits on M = GLn(F)/B by “+−ab-symbols”. For example,
when m+ =m− = 2, the orbit structure is as in Fig. 1 (Fig. 7 in [10]).
Notation. For i = 1, . . . ,n− 1, we can consider the partial ﬂag variety
Mi = {V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vi−1 ⊂ Vi+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn−1 | dim V j = j}
and the canonical projection pi : M → Mi . For two H-orbits S1 and S2 in M , we write S1 i−→ S2 when
pi(S1) = pi(S2) and dim S1 + 1 = dim S2. (Remark: In our setting, every orbit in M is deﬁned by
linear equations. So we can deﬁne “dimension” of each orbit over an arbitrary ﬁeld F. When F= Fr ,
the number |S| of points in an orbit S is a polynomial of r and dim S is the degree of the polynomial.)
This notation will be also used in Problems (B), (C) and (D).
Problem (B) is solved as follows. Let G = GL2n(F) and deﬁne a nondegenerate alternating form 〈 , 〉
on F2n by
〈ei, e j〉 =
{
δi,2n+1− j for i = 1, . . . ,n,
−δi,2n+1− j for i = n+ 1, . . . ,2n.
For a subspace V in F2n , let V⊥ = {v ∈ V | 〈v, V 〉 = {0}} denote the orthogonal space for V . Deﬁne
H = {g ∈ G | 〈gu, gv〉 = 〈u, v〉 for all u, v ∈ F2n}. Then H is isomorphic to Sp2n(F). Let F : V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂
· · · ⊂ V2n−1 be a full ﬂag in F2n . Deﬁne di, j = di, j(F) = dim(Vi ∩ V⊥j ) for i, j = 0, . . . ,2n and ci, j =
154 T. Matsuki / Journal of Algebra 375 (2013) 148–187ci, j(F) = di, j−1 − di, j − di−1, j−1 + di−1, j for i, j = 1, . . . ,2n. We prove the following propositions in
Section 3.2.
Proposition 1.9. The matrix {ci, j} j=1,...,2ni=1,...,2n is a symmetric permutation matrix such that ci,i = 0 for i =
1, . . . ,2n.
Let τ = τ (F) be the permutation of I = {1, . . . ,2n} corresponding to {ci, j} = {ci, j(F)}. Then τ is
expressed as τ = (i1 j1) · · · (in jn) with transpositions (i1 j1), . . . , (in jn). We may assume
it < jt for t = 1, . . . ,n and i1 < i2 < · · · < in.
(Hence i1 = 1.) Deﬁne another permutation σ by
σ = σ(F) : (12 · · ·2n) 
→ (i1 j1i2 j2 · · · in jn).
Let (σ ) denote the inversion number (σ ) = |{(i, j) | i < j and σ(i) > σ( j)}|. (Remark: We can prove
(τ ) = n+ 2(σ ).)
Proposition 1.10.
(i) There exists a basis v1, . . . , v2n of F2n satisfying (a) and (b):
(a) Vi = Fv1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fvi for i = 1, . . . ,2n.
(b) 〈vi, v j〉 = ci, j for i < j.
(ii) If F= Fr , then the number of bases satisfying the properties (a) and (b) in (i) is (r − 1)nrn+(σ ) .
Let C2n denote the set of symmetric permutation matrices {ci, j} of degree 2n such that ci,i = 0 for
i = 1, . . . ,2n. By Proposition 1.9 and Proposition 1.10, we have:
Corollary 1.11.
(i) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between C2n and Sp2n(F)\GL2n(F)/B.
(ii)
∣∣Sp2n(F)\GL2n(F)/B∣∣= (2n− 1)(2n− 3) · · ·1= (2n)!2nn! .
(iii) If F= Fr , then
|HF | = |Sp2n(Fr)|
(r − 1)nrn+(σ (F)) =
(r2 − 1)(r4 − 1) · · · (r2n − 1)
(r − 1)n r
n2−n−(σ (F)).
By this result, we can describe Sp2n(F)\GL2n(F)/B by the “AB-symbols”. For n = 2,3, the orbit
structure is as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in [10]). For example, the symbol ABBA implies
the Sp4-orbit of the ﬂag F such that c1,4 = c2,3 = 1.
Problem (C) is solved as follows. Retain the notations for Problem (B). Deﬁne a subgroup Q 2n =
{g ∈ H | ge2n = e2n} of H ∼= Sp2n(F). Write W = (Fe2n)⊥ = Fe2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fe2n . Let S denote the subset
of I × I deﬁned by S = S(F) = {(i, j) | Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 ⊂ W } and deﬁne a subset
S0 = S0(F) =
{
(i, j) ∈ S ∣∣ Vi ∩ V⊥j ⊂ W and Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1 ⊂ W }
of S . Then the following results will be proved in Section 3.3.
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Proposition 1.12.
(i) If (i, j) ∈ S0 then ci, j = 1.
(ii) We can write S0 = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xs, ys)} with some x1 < x2 < · · · < xs and y1 < y2 < · · · <
ys satisfying {x1, . . . , xs} ∩ {y1, . . . , ys} = ∅.
Deﬁne m =m(F) = |{(i, j) | ci, j = 1 and (i, j) ∈ S − S0}|.
Proposition 1.13.
(i) There exists a basis v1, . . . , v2n of F2n satisfying (a), (b) and (c):
(a) Vi = Fv1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fvi for i = 1, . . . ,2n.
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(c) vi ∈ W for i = x1, . . . , xs and 〈vx1 , e2n〉 = · · · = 〈vxs , e2n〉 = 1.
(ii) If F= Fr , then the number of bases satisfying the properties (a), (b) and (c) in (i) is (r − 1)n−srn+(σ )−m.
For a subset I(A) of I with even number of elements, write
C(I(A)) =
{
symmetric permutation matrices {ci, j}i, j∈I(A) such that ci,i = 0 for i ∈ I(A)
}
.
Theorem 1.14.
(i) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between
n∐
s=1
∐
∗
C(I(A)) and Q 2n\GL2n(F)/B.
Here the disjoint union ∗ is taken for all the partitions I = I(A) unionsq I(X) unionsq I(Y ) such that |I(X)| = |I(Y )| = s.
(ii)
∣∣Q 2n\GL2n(F)/B∣∣= n∑
s=1
(2n)!
2n−s(s!)2(n− s)! .
(iii) If F= Fr , then
|Q 2nF | = |Q 2n|
(r − 1)n−s(F)rn+(σ (F))−m(F)
= (r
2 − 1)(r4 − 1) · · · (r2n−2 − 1)
(r − 1)n−s(F) r
n2−n−(σ (F))+m(F).
For n = 1,2,3,4, the number of orbits |Q 2n\GL2n(F)/B| is as follows.
n 1 2 3 4
|Q 2n\GL2n(F)/B| 2 18 200 2730
We can express orbits by “ABXY-symbols”. When n = 2, the orbit structure is as in Fig. 4. In the di-
agram, the symbol XYXY implies the Q 4-orbit containing the ﬂag F such that S0(F) = {(1,2), (3,4)},
for example.
Finally we will solve Problem (D) only restricting Problem (C) to a subgroup of GL2n(F). Retain the
notations in Problem (C). Deﬁne a subspace W ′ = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fe2n−1 = (Fe1)⊥ of F2n . Then Q ′2n ={g ∈ Q 2n | gW ′ = W ′} is written as
Q ′2n = {g ∈ H | ge1 = e1 and ge2n = e2n} ∼= 1× Sp2n−2(F) ⊂ GL
(
W ′
)
.
Consider the variety M ′ consisting of full ﬂags V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V2n−1 satisfying V2n−1 = W ′ . Then M ′ is
the full ﬂag variety of GL(W ′). Two ﬂags in M ′ are in the same Q ′2n-orbit if and only if they are in
the same Q 2n-orbit.
For a full ﬂag V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V2n−1 in M ′ , let i be the least integer such that Vi ⊃ Fe1. Then the
pair (i,2n) is contained in S0 since Vi ∩ V⊥2n−1 = Fe1 ⊂ W . This implies xs = i and ys = 2n. Thus we
have:
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Fig. 4. Q 4\GL4(F)/B .
Theorem 1.15.
(i) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between
n∐
s=1
∐
∗
C(I(A)) and 1× Sp2n−2(F)\GL2n−1(F)/B.
Here the disjoint union ∗ is taken for all the partitions I = {1, . . . ,2n − 1} = I(A) unionsq I(X) unionsq I(Y ) such that
|I(X)| = s and that |I(Y )| = s − 1.
(ii)
∣∣1× Sp2n−2(F)\GL2n−1(F)/B∣∣= n∑
s=1
(2n− 1)!
2n−ss!(s − 1)!(n− s)! .
(iii) If F= Fr , then
∣∣(1× Sp2n−2(F))F∣∣= |Sp2n−2(F)|
(r − 1)n−s(F)rn+(σ (F))−m(F)
= (r
2 − 1)(r4 − 1) · · · (r2n−2 − 1)
(r − 1)n−s(F) r
(n−1)2−n−(σ (F))+m(F).
Here the invariants σ(F) and m(F) are deﬁned for the natural extension of the full ﬂag F to F2n as is
explained above.
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For n 5, the number of orbits |1× Sp2n−2(F)\GL2n−1(F)/B| is as follows.
n 1 2 3 4 5
|1× Sp2n−2(F)\GL2n−1(F)/B| 1 6 55 665 9891
We can express 1 × Sp2(F)-orbits on GL3(F)/B as in Fig. 5. We have only to extract from the
diagram of Q 4\GL4(F)/B six symbols containing the letter “Y” as the fourth letter and then delete
these “Y”. Clearly the orbit structure is the same as GL2(F) × GL1(F)\GL3(F)/B (cf. [10, Fig. 5]).
1.4. Expression by symbols and number of orbits
By Theorem 1.8, Corollary 1.11, Theorem 1.14, Theorem 1.15 and Proposition A.2, we can attach
each G-orbit Gt (t = (U0,Ud,F), d = n−a−b) on T0 = M×M×M0 a “word” w = 1 · · ·n consisting
of letters i as follows. Write I = {1, . . . ,n} = I(α) unionsq I(β) unionsq I(γ ) unionsq I(δ) as in Section 1.2. Then
i ∈ I(α) ⇒ i = α, i ∈ I(β) ⇒ i = β,
i ∈ I(γ ) ⇒ i = +,− or a, b, . . . ,
i ∈ I(δ) ⇒ i = X, Y or A, B, . . . .
Here the subword w(γ ) = γ1 · · ·γc expresses an L+ × L−-orbit of the full ﬂag Vγ1 ∩ W 0 ⊂ · · · ⊂
Vγc ∩ W 0 in W 0 = U (+) ⊕ U (−) as in Section 1.3 and Section 4. On the other hand, the subword
w(δ) = δ1 · · ·δc0 expresses an LV ∩ L0-orbit of the full ﬂag V δ1 ∩ U (0) ⊂ · · · ⊂ V δc0 ∩ U (0) in U(0) as in
Section 1.3.
Example 1.16 (The case of n = 2). Write Rd = P ∩ PUd . Then we can describe G\T0 ∼=
∐2
d=0 Rd\M0 as
in Fig. 6 when n = 2.
Notation. Let pi : M0 → Mi (i = 1,2) be the canonical projections where M1 = {V2 | dim V2 = 2}
(= M) and M2 = {V1 | dim V1 = 1} are partial ﬂag varieties. Then for two Rd-orbits S1 and S2 on M0,
we write S1
i−→ S2 when pi(S1) = pi(S2) and dim S1 + 1= dim S2.
Remark 1.17. Suppose F=C. Then G = SO5(C) ∼= Sp4(C)/Z2 in this case. So the orbit structure is the
same as the symplectic triple ﬂag variety of the shape (121)(121)(14) given in [7].
Using these symbols, we can easily count the number of orbits as follows. Let ξ(k) denote the
number of words consisting of k letters which do not contain the four letters α, β , + and −.
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∐2
d=0 Rd\SO5(F)/B .
Lemma 1.18.
ξ(2k) =
k∑
s=0
(2k)!
(s!)2(k − s)!
and
ξ(2k − 1) =
k∑
s=1
(2k − 1)!
s!(s − 1)!(k − s)! .
Theorem 1.19.
(i) |G\T0| =
n∑
k=0
4n−k
(
n
k
)
ξ(k).
(ii)
∣∣GLn(F)\M0∣∣= n∑
k=0
2n−k
(
n
k
)
ξ(k).
For n = 1,2,3,4, the number of orbits is as follows.
n 1 2 3 4
|G\T0| 5 28 169 1082
|GLn(F)\M0| 3 12 53 258
1.5. The case of SO2n(F)
Let G ′ and G˜ ′ be the subgroups of G deﬁned by
G ′ = {g ∈ G | gen+1 = en+1} and G˜ ′ = {g ∈ G | gen+1 = ±en+1},
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group of degree 2n, respectively. Let M ′ be the subvariety of M deﬁned by M ′ = {V ∈ M | (V , en+1) =
{0}}.
Then M ′ is a homogeneous space of G˜ ′ consisting of two G ′-orbits M0 = G ′U0 and M1 = G ′U1
(U1 = Fe1 ⊕· · ·⊕Fen−1 ⊕Fen+2). Note that V and V ′ in M ′ are contained in the same G ′-orbit if and
only if n − dim(V ∩ V ′) is even. Deﬁne a subvariety M ′0 = {F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn | Vn ∈ M ′} of M0. Then
M ′0 is also a homogeneous space of G˜ ′ consisting of two G ′-orbits M
0
0 and M
1
0.
Theorem 1.20. Let t = (V (1), V (2), V (3)) be an element of T ′ = M ′ × M ′ × M ′ . Deﬁne
a = a(t) = dim(V (1) ∩ V (2) ∩ V (3)), b = b(t) = dim(V (1) ∩ V (2)) − a,
c+ = c+(t) = dim(V (1) ∩ V (3)) − a, c− = c−(t) = dim(V (2) ∩ V (3)) − a,
c0 = c0(t) = n− a− b − c+ − c− and
ε = ε(t) = dim(V (1) + V (2) + V (3)) + a− 2n ∈ {0,1}.
Then we have:
(i) ε = 0, c0 is even and t ∈ G˜ ′(U0,Un−a−b, V (a,b, c+, c−)0even).
(ii) If F= Fr , then |G˜ ′t| = 2|G ′t| = |M ′| r
(n−a)(n−a−1)[r]nψ0c0 (r)[r]a[r]b[r]c+ [r]c0 [r]c− .
Corollary 1.21.
(i)
∣∣G˜ ′\T ′∣∣= |G ′\T ′|
2
=
[n/2]∑
k=0
(
n− 2k + 3
3
)
.
(ii)
∣∣G ′\Mν1 × Mν2 × Mν3 ∣∣= [n/2]∑
k=0
(
k + 3
3
)
+
[(n−3)/2]∑
k=0
(
k + 3
3
)
=
([n/2] + 4
4
)
+
([
(n− 3)/2]+ 4
4
)
if ν1 = ν2 = ν3 .
(iii)
∣∣G ′\Mν1 × Mν2 × Mν3 ∣∣= [(n−1)/2]∑
k=0
(
k + 3
3
)
+
[(n−2)/2]∑
k=0
(
k + 3
3
)
=
([
(n− 1)/2]+ 4
4
)
+
([
(n− 2)/2]+ 4
4
)
if νi = ν j for some i, j = 1,2,3.
For n = 2,3,4,5, the number of orbits is as follows.
n 2 3 4 5
|G˜ ′\T ′| = |G ′\T ′|/2 11 24 46 80
|G ′\Mν1 × Mν2 × Mν3 | (ν1 = ν2 = ν3) 5 6 16 20
|G ′\Mν1 × Mν2 × Mν3 | (νi = ν j for some i, j) 2 6 10 20
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proved in the same way as Theorem 1.8.
Proposition 1.22.
(i) For every full ﬂag F in M0(V ) ∩ M ′0 , there exists a g ∈ R(t) ∩ G ′ such that gF is standard.
(ii) Let F and F ′ be two standard full ﬂags in M0(V ) ∩ M ′0 . Then F ′ = gF for some g ∈ R(t) ∩ G ′ ⇒F ′ = gLF for some gL ∈ LV ∩ G ′ .
(iii) Let F be a standard full ﬂag in M0(V ) ∩ M ′0 . If F = Fr , then |(R(t) ∩ G ′)F | = [r]a[r]br(τ (F))|(LV ∩
G ′)F |.
As in Section 1.4, we can express G ′-orbits on T ′0 = M ′ ×M ′ ×M ′0 by words with letters α,β,+,−,
a,b, . . . and A,B, . . . . The following corollary is proved in the same way as Theorem 1.19.
Corollary 1.23.
(i)
∣∣G˜ ′\T ′0 ∣∣= |G ′\T ′0 |2 =
[n/2]∑
k=0
4n−2k
(
n
2k
)
(2k)!
k! =
[n/2]∑
k=0
4n−2kn!
k!(n − 2k)! .
(ii)
∣∣G ′\Mν1 × Mν2 × Mν30 ∣∣= |G˜ ′\T ′0 |4 + μ n!4(n/2)!
where
μ =
{0 if n is odd,
1 if n is even and ν1 = ν2,
−1 if n is even and ν1 = ν2.
(iii)
∣∣GLn(F)\M ′0∣∣= 2∣∣GLn(F)\M00∣∣= [n/2]∑
k=0
2n−2kn!
k!(n − 2k)! .
For n = 2,3,4,5, the number of orbits is as follows.
n 2 3 4 5
|G˜ ′\T ′0 | = |G ′\T ′0 |/2 18 88 460 2544
|G ′\Mν1 × Mν2 × Mν30 | (ν1 = ν2) 5 22 118 636
|G ′\Mν1 × Mν2 × Mν30 | (ν1 = ν2) 4 22 112 636
|GLn(F)\M ′0| = 2|GLn(F)\M00 | 6 20 76 312
Remark 1.24. When F=C, GLn(C) is a symmetric subgroup of SO2n(C). The structure of GLn(C)\M00∼=
GLn(C)\SO2n(C)/B is described in [10, Fig. 19 and Fig. 20] for n = 3 and 4. (In [10], read GL(n,C) for
C× × PSL(n,C). For A++ in Fig. 20 read AA+.)
2. Orbits on M and M0
2.1. Preliminaries
First we prepare some results on orbits on M and M0 which follow essentially from the Bruhat
decompositions for the Chevalley-type groups. Since we need more explicit results, we will prove
them by elementary arguments.
162 T. Matsuki / Journal of Algebra 375 (2013) 148–187Write W0 = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen−d , W1 = Fen−d+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen+d+1 and W2 = Fen+d+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fe2n+1.
Then W⊥0 = W0 ⊕ W1. Deﬁne a maximal parabolic subgroup PW0 = {g ∈ G | gW0 = W0} of G . Let
NW0 , LW0 and LW1 be subgroups of PW0 deﬁned by
NW0 =
⎧⎨⎩
⎛⎝ Im ∗ ∗0 I2d+1 ∗
0 0 Im
⎞⎠⎫⎬⎭ ,
LW0 =
⎧⎨⎩
⎛⎝ A 0 00 I2d+1 0
0 0 Jm t A−1 Jm
⎞⎠ ∣∣∣ A ∈ GLm(F)
⎫⎬⎭ and
LW1 = {g ∈ G | gv = v for all v ∈ W0 ⊕ W2},
respectively, where m = n − d. Then NW0 is the unipotent radical of PW0 and LW0 LW1 ∼= LW0 × LW1
is a Levi subgroup of PW0 . The subgroup LW1 is identiﬁed with the special orthogonal group for W1.
Deﬁne
Q = LW0NW0 = NW0 LW0 .
Write
g(X, Z) =
⎛⎝ Im − Jm t X J2d+1 Z0 I2d+1 X
0 0 Im
⎞⎠
where X = {xi, j} is a (2d + 1) ×m matrix and Z = {zi, j} is an m×m matrix. Then we can write
NW0 =
{
g(X, Z)
∣∣ Z + Jm t Z Jm = − Jm t X J2d+1X}. (2.1)
Noting that
zm+1− j, j = −12
2d+1∑
k=1
xk, jx2d+2−k, j (2.2)
for j = 1, . . . ,m and
zi, j = −zm+1− j,m+1−i −
2d+1∑
k=1
xk, j x2d+2−k,m+1−i (2.3)
for i + j m+ 2, we have:
Lemma 2.1. There exists a bijection between Fm(2d+1)+m(m−1)/2 and NW0 given by(
X, {zi, j}i+ jm
) 
→ g(X, Z).
Deﬁnition 2.2. A maximally isotropic subspace V in F2n+1 is called standard if
V = (V ∩ W0) ⊕ (V ∩ W1) ⊕ (V ∩ W2),
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V ∩ W2 = U (β) (= Fen+d+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fe2n−a+1)
with some a = 0, . . . ,m = n− d.
Proposition 2.3.
(i) For every V ∈ M, there exists a g ∈ Q such that gV is standard.
(ii) Let V and V ′ be two standard elements in M. If V ′ = gV for some g = gQ gL ∈ PW0 = Q LW1 , then
V ′ = gL V .
(iii) When F= Fr , |Q V | = r((n−a)(n−a+1)−d(d+1))/2 [r]a+b[r]a[r]b for V ∈ M. Here a = dim(V ∩ W0), b = n− d− a
and [r]k = (r + 1)(r2 + r + 1) · · · (rk−1 + rk−2 + · · · + 1).
Proof. (i) Let π2 : F2n+1 → W2 denote the projection with respect to the direct sum decomposition
F2n+1 = W0 ⊕ W1 ⊕ W2. By the action of LW0 ∼= GL(W0), we may assume V ∩ W0 = U (α) . It is
equivalent to π2(V ) = U (β) . Take vectors u1, . . . ,ub ∈ V such that π2(u j) = en+d+1+ j for j = 1, . . . ,b.
Then we can write
u j = en+d+1+ j +
m∑
i=1
z˜i, jei +
2d+1∑
i=1
x˜i, jem+i
with some z˜i, j, x˜i, j ∈ F. It follows from the condition (u j,uk) = 0 for j,k = 1, . . . ,b that
z˜m+1− j, j = −12
2d+1∑
k=1
x˜k, j˜ x2d+2−k, j
for j = 1, . . . ,b and that
z˜i, j = −˜zm+1− j,m+1−i −
2d+1∑
k=1
x˜k, j˜ x2d+2−k,m+1−i
for (i, j) ∈ {(i, j) | i + j m + 2, j  b}. Hence we can take X = {xi, j} and Z = {zi, j} satisfying (2.2)
and (2.3) so that xi, j = x˜i, j and that zi, j = z˜i, j for j = 1, . . . ,b. Take g = g(X, Z) ∈ NW0 . Then g−1V ∩
W2 = U (β) . Since dim(g−1V ∩ (W0 ⊕ W1)) = dim(V ∩ (W0 ⊕ W1)) = n− b, we have
g−1V = (g−1V ∩ (W0 ⊕ W1))⊕ (g−1V ∩ W2).
Since g−1V ∩ (W0 ⊕ W1) ⊥ g−1V ∩ W2, we have g−1V ∩ (W0 ⊕ W1) ⊂ U (α) ⊕ W1. Hence
g−1V ∩ (W0 ⊕ W1) =
(
g−1V ∩ W0
)⊕ (g−1V ∩ W1)
with g−1V ∩ W0 = V ∩ W0 = U (α) .
(ii) The condition V ′ = gV implies dim(V ∩ W0) = dim(V ′ ∩ W0). So we have V ∩ W0 = V ′ ∩
W0 = U (α) and V ∩ W2 = V ′ ∩ W2 = U (β) . We have only to show that gL(V ∩ W1) ⊂ V ′ ∩ W1 since
dim(V ∩ W1) = dim(V ′ ∩ W1). Note that
g(V ∩ W1) ⊂ g
(
V ∩ W⊥0
)= V ′ ∩ W⊥0 = (V ′ ∩ W0)⊕ (V ′ ∩ W1).
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gL(V ∩ W1) = g−1Q g(V ∩ W1) ⊂ W0 ⊕
(
V ′ ∩ W1
)
.
Hence gL(V ∩ W1) ⊂ V ′ ∩ W1.
(iii) By (i), we may assume that V is standard. Note that we may consider V instead of V with
some  ∈ LW1 because Q −1 = Q . So we may assume
V ∩ W1 = Fem+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen.
Let g = g(X, Z) be an element of NW0 such that gV = V . Since g(V ∩ W2) ⊂ V , we have
i  d + 1, j  b ⇒ xi, j = 0 (2.4)
and
i  a+ 1, j  b ⇒ zi, j = 0. (2.5)
It follows from (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) that zm+1− j, j = 0 for j = 1, . . . ,b and that zi, j = −zm+1− j,m+1−i
for (i, j) ∈ {(i, j) | j  b, i+ j m+2}. Hence the condition (2.5) follows from the condition (2.4) and
the condition
i  a+ 1, j  b, i + j  a+ b ⇒ zi, j = 0. (2.6)
Conversely suppose that g = g(X, Z) satisﬁes the conditions (2.4) and (2.6). Then g(V ∩ W2) ⊂ V .
Write
gem+ j = em+ j +
m∑
i=1
yi, jei
for j = 1, . . . ,2d + 1. Then yi, j = −x2d+2− j,m+1−i by (2.1). Since
yi, j = −x2d+2− j,m+1−i = 0 for (i, j) ∈
{
(i, j)
∣∣ i  a+ 1, j  d+ 1}
by (2.4), we also have g(V ∩ W1) ⊂ V . Hence gV = V .
Thus it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
|NW0V | = |NW0 |/
∣∣{g ∈ NW0 | gV = V }∣∣= rb(d+1)+b(b−1)/2
= r((n−a)(n−a+1)−d(d+1))/2.
On the other hand, we have |LW0V | = [r]a+b/[r]a[r]b since LW0 ∼= GL(W0) and h(V ∩ W2) is the
orthogonal subspace of h(V ∩ W0) in W2 for h ∈ L0. Thus we have the desired formula for |Q V |. 
Fix a standard maximally isotropic subspace V in F2n+1 and let M0(V ) denote the subvariety
of M0 consisting of full ﬂags F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn such that Vn = V .
For a full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn contained in M0(V ), deﬁne
ai = ai(F) = dim(Vi ∩ W0), ci = ci(F) = dim
(
Vi ∩ W⊥0
)− dim(Vi ∩ W0) and
bi = bi(F) = dim Vi − dim
(
Vi ∩ W⊥0
)
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I(α) = {α1, . . . ,αa} = {i ∈ I | ai = ai−1 + 1},
I(λ) = {λ1, . . . , λd} = {i ∈ I | ci = ci−1 + 1},
I(β) = {β1, . . . , βb} = {i ∈ I | bi = bi−1 + 1}
of I = {1, . . . ,n} with α1 < · · · < αa , λ1 < · · · < λd and β1 < · · · < βb . Then I = I(α)unionsq I(λ)unionsq I(β) . Consider
the permutation
σ = σ(F) : (12 · · ·n) 
→ (α1 · · ·αaλ1 · · ·λdβ1 · · ·βb)
of I . Then the inversion number (σ ) of σ is
(σ ) = ∣∣{(i, j) ∣∣ αi > λ j}∣∣+ ∣∣{(i, j) ∣∣ αi > β j}∣∣+ ∣∣{(i, j) ∣∣ λi > β j}∣∣.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn = V in M0(V ) is called LW1 -standard if
Vi = (Vi ∩ W0) ⊕ (Vi ∩ W1) ⊕ (Vi ∩ W2),
Vi ∩ W0 = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Feai(F) and
Vi ∩ W2 = Fen+d+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen+d+1+bi(F)
for i = 1, . . . ,n.
Write Q V = Q ∩ PV and (LW1 )V = LW1 ∩ PV . By Proposition 2.3 (ii), we have
PW0 ∩ PV = Q V (LW1)V .
Proposition 2.5.
(i) For every full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn = V in M0(V ), there exists a g ∈ Q V such that gF : gV1 ⊂ · · · ⊂
gVn = V is LW1 -standard.
(ii) Let F and F ′ be two LW1 -standard full ﬂags in M0(V ). If F ′ = gF for some g = gQ gL ∈ PW0 ∩ PV =
Q V (LW1 )V , then F ′ = gLF .
(iii) When F= Fr , we have |Q VF | = r(σ (F))[r]a[r]b.
Proof. (i) Since V is standard, it is written as
V = (V ∩ W0) ⊕ (V ∩ W1) ⊕ (V ∩ W2),
with V ∩ W0 = U (α) and V ∩ W2 = U (β) . We may moreover assume V ∩ W1 = Fem+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen
replacing V by V with some  ∈ LW1 . By the same reason, we may assume
π1
(
Vλi ∩ (W0 ⊕ W1)
)= Fem+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fem+i
for i = 1, . . . ,d where π1 : W0 ⊕ W1 → W1 is the projection.
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Vi ∩ W0 = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Feai(F) and π2(Vi) = Fen+d+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen+d+1+bi(F)
for i = 1, . . . ,n. We can take vectors
w j = em+ j +
a∑
i=1
y˜i, jei ∈ (V ∩ W0) ⊕ (V ∩ W1)
for j = 1, . . . ,d such that Fw1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fw j ⊂ Vλ j . We can also take vectors
w ′j = en+d+1+ j +
a∑
i=1
z˜i, jei +
d∑
i=1
x˜i, jem+i ∈ V
for j = 1, . . . ,b such that Fw ′1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fw ′j ⊂ Vβ j . Take g = g(X, Z) ∈ NW0 ∩ PV with X = {xi, j} and
Z = {zi, j} so that
xi, j =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
x˜i, j for i  d, j  b,
0 for i  d+ 1, j  b,
0 for i  d+ 1, j  b + 1,
y˜m+1− j,2d+2−i for i  d+ 2, j  b + 1,
zi, j =
{
z˜i, j for i  a, j  b,
0 if i  a+ 1 or j  b + 1.
Then we have
g−1Vi =
(
g−1Vi ∩ W0
)⊕ (g−1Vi ∩ W1)⊕ (g−1Vi ∩ W2)
with g−1Vi ∩ W0 = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Feai(F) , g−1Vi ∩ W1 = Fem+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fem+ci(F) and g−1Vi ∩ W2 =
Fen+d+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen+d+1+bi(F) for i = 1, . . . ,n.
(ii) Write F ′: V ′1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V ′n = V . The condition F ′ = gF implies ai(F) = ai(F ′) and bi(F) =
bi(F ′) for i = 1, . . . ,n. Since F and F ′ are LW1 -standard, we have
Vi ∩ W0 = V ′i ∩ W0 and Vi ∩ W2 = V ′i ∩ W2.
We can prove gL(Vi ∩ W1) = V ′i ∩ W1 for i = 1, . . . ,n as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 (ii).
(iii) By (i), we may assume that F is LW1 -standard. As in the proof of (i), we may assume Vλi ∩
W1 = Fem+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fem+i for i = 1, . . . ,d. Note that
gV = V ⇐⇒ (2.4) and (2.5)
for g = g(X, Z) ∈ NW0 .
Suppose gF =F . Then since gem+ j ∈ Vλ j , we have
i  a, αi > λ j ⇒ yi, j = −x2d+2− j,m+1−i = 0
for j = 1, . . . ,d. Since gen+d+1+ j ∈ Vβ j , we also have
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i  a, αi > β j ⇒ zi, j = 0
for j = 1, . . . ,b. Conversely if g ∈ NW0 ∩ PV satisﬁes the above three conditions, then gF =F .
Thus we have
∣∣(NW0 ∩ PV )F∣∣= |NW0 ∩ PV |/∣∣{g ∈ NW0 ∩ PV | gF =F}∣∣= r(σ (F)).
Clearly |(LW0 ∩ PV )F | = [r]a[r]b (the product of the numbers of full ﬂags in V ∩ W0 and V ∩ W2). So
we have |Q VF | = r(σ (F))[r]a[r]b . 
2.2. First reduction
First apply Proposition 2.3 to the case of d = 0. Noting that Q = PW0 = P in this case, we get the
P -orbit decomposition
M =
n∐
i=0
PUi (2.7)
of M . (Of course, we can also deduce this from the Bruhat decomposition of G .) Furthermore if F= Fr ,
then
|PUi| = ri(i+1)/2 [r]n[r]i[r]n−i (2.8)
by Proposition 2.3 (iii). By (2.7), we have a decomposition M × M =∐ni=0{(gU0, gUi) | g ∈ G}. Since
the isotropy subgroup of G at (U0,Ui) ∈ M × M is Ri = P ∩ PUi , we can write
M × M ∼=
n∐
i=0
G/Ri . (2.9)
By (2.9), we have only to describe G-orbits on (G/Ri) × M and (G/Ri) × M0 with respect to
the diagonal action of G for i = 0, . . . ,n. These orbit decompositions are identiﬁed with the Ri-orbit
decompositions of M and M0, respectively.
2.3. Second reduction
Consider Rd-orbit decompositions of M and M0 for d = 0, . . . ,n. Since U0 ∩ Ud = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕
Fen−d = W0, we have Q ⊂ Rd ⊂ PW0 in the setting of Section 2.1. So we can apply the results
in Section 2.1 once more. By Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.5, the problems are reduced to the
LW1 ∩ Rd-orbit decompositions of M and M0. Note that
LW1 ∩ Rd =
{
g ∈ LW1
∣∣ g(W1 ∩ U0) = W1 ∩ U0 and g(W1 ∩ Ud) = W1 ∩ Ud}
∼= GLd(F)
since (W1 ∩ U0) ∩ (W1 ∩ Ud) = {0}. So we will consider the case of d = n in the next subsection.
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Assume d = n. For A ∈ GLn(F), deﬁne
h[A] =
⎛⎝ A 0 00 1 0
0 0 J t A−1 J
⎞⎠ with J = Jn =
⎛⎝0 1. . .
1 0
⎞⎠
as in Section 1.1. Then we can write Rn = {h[A] | A ∈ GLn(F)} ∼= GLn(F). Write H = Rn in this subsec-
tion. For a maximal isotropic subspace V in F2n+1, deﬁne
c+ = c+(V ) = dim(V ∩ U0), c− = c−(V ) = dim(V ∩ Un),
c0 = c0(V ) = n− c+ − c− and ε(V ) = dim
(
V + (U0 ⊕ Un)
)− 2n ∈ {0,1}.
Let M(U (+),U (−)) denote the subvariety of M consisting of V ∈ M such that
V ∩ U0 = U (+) = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fec+ and that
V ∩ Un = U (−) = Fen+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen+c−+1.
By the action of H ∼= GLn(F), we may assume V ∈ M(U (+),U (−)). Let π+ : F2n+1 → U0, π− : F2n+1 →
Un and πZ : F2n+1 → Z = Fen+1 denote the projections with respect to the direct sum decomposition
F2n+1 = U0 ⊕Un ⊕ Z . Write U (0+) = Fec++1⊕· · ·⊕Fec++c0 and U (0−) = Fen+c−+2⊕· · ·⊕Fen+c−+c0+1.
Then
U (0) = U (0+) ⊕ U (0−) ⊕ Z .
Lemma 2.6.
(i) kerπ+|V = U (−) and kerπ−|V = U (+) .
(ii) π+(V ) = U (+) ⊕ U (0+) and π−(V ) = U (−) ⊕ U (0−) .
(iii) The inner product ( , ) is nondegenerate on the pair (U (0+),U (0−)).
Proof. (i) By the symmetry, we have only to prove the ﬁrst equality. The kernel of the map π+|V :
V → U0 is V ∩ (Un ⊕ Z). If an element v ∈ V is written as v = v− + z with v− ∈ Un and z ∈ Z , then
we have
0= (v, v) = (v− + z, v− + z) = (z, z)
and hence z = 0. Thus we have V ∩ (Un ⊕ Z) = V ∩ Un = U (−) .
(ii) For u ∈ V and v ∈ U (−) , we have
0= (u, v) = (π+(u) + π−(u) + πZ (u), v)= (π+(u), v).
Hence π+(V ) ⊂ U (+) ⊕ U (0+) . On the other hand, the dimension of π+(V ) is n − dimU (−) = n − c−
by (i). Hence the equality holds. By the symmetry, we have the second formula.
(iii) is clear from the deﬁnition. 
Corollary 2.7. V = U (+) ⊕ U (−) ⊕ (V ∩ U (0)).
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π+|V∩U(0) : V ∩ U (0) → U (0+) and π−|V∩U(0) : V ∩ U (0) → U (0−).
So we can deﬁne a linear isomorphism
f V = π−|V∩U(0) ◦ (π+|V∩U(0) )−1 : U (0+) → U (0−).
We also deﬁne a linear form ϕV : U (0+) → F by
ϕV (v) =
(
en+1,π+|−1V∩U(0) (v)
)
.
By Lemma 2.6 (iii) and the above argument, we can deﬁne a nondegenerate bilinear form on U (0+)
by
〈u, v〉V =
(
f V (u), v
)
for u, v ∈ U (0+) . Deﬁne the alternating part and the symmetric part of 〈 , 〉V by
〈u, v〉altV =
1
2
(〈u, v〉V − 〈v,u〉V ) and 〈u, v〉symV = 12 (〈u, v〉V + 〈v,u〉V ),
respectively. Let u = u+ +uZ +u− and v = v+ + v Z + v− be elements of V ∩U (0) with u+, v+ ∈ U (0+) ,
uZ , v Z ∈ Z and u−, v− ∈ U (0−) . Then we have
0= (u, v) = (u+ + uZ + u−, v+ + v Z + v−)
= (u+, v−) + (uZ , v Z ) + (u−, v+)
= (u+, f V (v+))+ (uZ , v Z ) + ( f V (u+), v+).
Hence we have
〈u, v〉symV =
1
2
(〈u, v〉V + 〈v,u〉V )= −1
2
ϕV (u)ϕV (v) (2.10)
for u, v ∈ U (0+) . In particular, if u or v is in the kernel of ϕV , then
〈u, v〉V = 〈u, v〉altV . (2.11)
Lemma 2.8.
(i) If c0(V ) = 0, then ε(V ) = 0.
(ii) If c0(V ) is odd, then ε(V ) = 1.
Proof. (i) If c0(V ) = 0, then V = U (+) ⊕ U (−) . Hence V ⊂ U0 ⊕ Un .
(ii) If ε(V ) = 0, then the bilinear form 〈 , 〉V is alternating by (2.11). Since it is also nondegenerate,
the dimension c0(V ) = dimU (0+) is even. 
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(i) If c0 is even, then 〈 , 〉altV is nondegenerate on U (0+) .
(ii) If c0 is odd, then 〈 , 〉altV is nondegenerate on ϕ−1V (0).
Proof. (i) By (2.11), we may assume that ϕV is nontrivial. Suppose that 〈 , 〉altV is degenerate. Then the
subspace
Y = {y ∈ U (0+) ∣∣ 〈y, v〉altV = 0 for all v ∈ U (0+)}
of U (0+) is nontrivial and even-dimensional. Take a nonzero element y of Y ∩ ϕ−1V (0). Then for all
v ∈ U (0+) , it follows from (2.11) that 〈y, v〉V = 〈y, v〉altV = 0, contradicting that 〈 , 〉V is nondegenerate
on U (0+) .
(ii) By (2.11), 〈 , 〉V = 〈 , 〉altV on ϕ−1V (0). Suppose that it is degenerate on ϕ−1V (0). Then the subspace
Y = {y ∈ ϕ−1V (0) ∣∣ 〈y, v〉V = 0 for all v ∈ ϕ−1V (0)}
of ϕ−1V (0) is nontrivial and even-dimensional. Take a v0 ∈ U (0+) − ϕ−1V (0) and write
Y ′ = {y ∈ Y ∣∣ 〈y, v0〉V = 0}.
Then Y ′ is nontrivial and 〈y, v〉V = 0 for all v ∈ U (0+) , contradicting that 〈 , 〉V is nondegenerate
on U(0+) . 
Proposition 2.10. Let V and V ′ be two elements of M(U (+),U (−)). Then the following three conditions are
equivalent:
(i) V = V ′ .
(ii) f V = f V ′ and ϕV = ϕV ′ .
(iii) 〈 , 〉altV = 〈 , 〉altV ′ and ϕV = ϕV ′ .
Proof. (ii) ⇒ (i). By the direct sum decomposition U (0) = U (0+) ⊕ Z ⊕ U (0−) , V ∩ U (0) is written as
V ∩ U (0) =
{(
π+(v),πZ (v),π−(v)
) ∣∣ v ∈ V ∩ U (0)}
= {(u,ϕV (u)en, f V (u)) ∣∣ u ∈ U (0+)}.
Hence V ∩ U (0) is determined by the two maps f V and ϕV .
(iii) ⇒ (ii). By (2.10), 〈 , 〉symV is determined by ϕV . Hence the bilinear form 〈 , 〉V is determined by
〈 , 〉altV and ϕV . Since the inner product ( , ) deﬁnes a nondegenerate pairing between U (0+) and U(0−) ,
the map f V is determined by 〈 , 〉V .
The implication (i) ⇒ (iii) is trivial. 
Proposition 2.11.
(i) Let V be an element of M. Write c± = c±(V ), c0 = c0(V ) and ε = ε(V ). Then
V ∈
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
HV (0,0, c+, c−)odd if c0 is odd,
HV (0,0, c+, c−)0even if c0 is even and ε = 0,
HV (0,0, c+, c−)1even if c0 is even and ε = 1.
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{ ∈ L0 | V = V } ∼=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1× Spc0−1(F) if V = V (0,0, c+, c−)odd,
Spc0(F) if V = V (0,0, c+, c−)0even,
Qc0 if V = V (0,0, c+, c−)1even
where Q c0 = {g ∈ Spc0 (F) | gv = v} with some nonzero v ∈ Fc0 .
(iii) If F= Fr , then
|HV | = [r]n[r]c+[r]c−[r]c0
ψεc0(r).
Proof. (i) By the action of H = Rn , we may assume V ∩ U0 = U (+) and V ∩ Un = U (−) . By the above
arguments, the space V deﬁnes an alternating form 〈 , 〉altV on U(0+) and a linear form ϕV : U (0+) → F.
For V = V (0,0, c+, c−)εeven, the form 〈 , 〉altV is standard:
〈ec++i, ec++ j〉altV = 〈ec++i, ec++ j〉0 =
{
δi,c0+1− j if i  c0/2,
−δi,c0+1− j if i > c0/2.
The linear form ϕV vanishes for V = V (0,0, c+, c−)0even and ϕV (ec++i) = δi,c0 for V = V (0,0,
c+, c−)1even. On the other hand, for V = V (0,0, c+, c−)odd (c0 = 2c1 − 1), we have
〈ec++i, ec++ j〉altV = 〈ec++i, ec++ j〉′0 =
⎧⎨⎩
δi,c0− j if i < c1,
0 if i = c1,
−δi,c0− j if i > c1,
and ϕV (ec++i) = δi,c1 . Note that 〈 , 〉′0 is nondegenerate on W = ϕ−1V (0) = Fec++1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fec++c1−1 ⊕
Fec++c1+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fec++c0 .
Let L0 be the subgroup of H deﬁned by
L0 =
{
h
[( Ic+ 0 0
0 A 0
0 0 Ic−
)] ∣∣∣ A ∈ GLc0(F)
}
∼= GL(U (0+))
as in Section 1.2. By Proposition 2.10, we have only to take an  ∈ L0 such that 〈 , 〉altV and ϕV are
standard. Here we note that
〈u, v〉altV =
1
2
((
fV (u), v
)− (u, fV (v)))
= 1
2
(((
 ◦ f V ◦ −1
)
(u), v
)− (u, ( ◦ f V ◦ −1)(v)))
= 1
2
(((
f V ◦ −1
)
(u), −1(v)
)− (−1(u), ( f V ◦ −1)(v)))
= 〈−1u, −1v〉altV .
First suppose that c0 is even. Then 〈 , 〉altV is nondegenerate on U (0+) by Proposition 2.9. So there
exists an  ∈ L0 such that 〈 , 〉altV is equal to the standard alternating form 〈 , 〉0 on U(0+) . If ϕV = 0,
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element v0 of U(0+) such that ϕV (v) = 〈v0, v〉0 for all v ∈ U (0+) . Let S denote the subgroup of L0
deﬁned by
S = {g ∈ L0 ∣∣ 〈gu, gv〉0 = 〈u, v〉0 for all u, v ∈ U (0+)}∼= Spc0(F). (2.12)
Then we can take an element 0 of S such that 0v0 = ec++1. We have
ϕ0V (v) = ϕV
(
−10 v
)= 〈v0, −10 v〉0 = 〈0v0, v〉0 = 〈ec++1, v〉0.
Since 〈ec++1, ec++i〉0 = δi,c0 , we have proved 0V = V (0,0, c+, c−)1even.
Next suppose that c0 is odd. Since the bilinear form 〈 , 〉V is nondegenerate on U (0+) , we can take
a nonzero element v0 ∈ U (0+) such that ϕV (v) = 〈v0, v〉V for all v ∈ U (0+) . Since 〈v0, v〉V = 0 for all
v ∈ ϕ−1V (0), it follows that v0 /∈ ϕ−1V (0). Take an element  of L0 such that
v0 = ec++c1 and that ϕ−1V (0) = W .
Then we have 〈ec++c1 , v〉altV = 0 for all v ∈ U (0+) and ϕV (ec++i) = δi,c1 . Since 〈 , 〉altV is nondegenerate
on W = ϕ−1V (0), we can take an element 0 of
L′0 = { ∈ L0 | ec++c1 = ec++c1 and W = W } ∼= GLc0−1(F)
such that 〈 , 〉alt0V = 〈 , 〉′0 on W . Thus we have 0V = V (0,0, c+, c−)odd.
(ii) By Proposition 2.10, we have
V = V ⇐⇒ 〈 , 〉altV = 〈 , 〉altV and ϕV = ϕV
for  ∈ L0. If V = V (0,0, c+, c−)0even, then 〈 , 〉altV = 〈 , 〉0 and ϕV = 0. Hence
V = V ⇐⇒  ∈ S ∼= Spc0(F)
with the subgroup S of L0 deﬁned in (2.12). Next suppose that V = V (0,0, c+, c−)1even. Then 〈 , 〉altV =〈 , 〉0 and ϕV (v) = 〈ec++1, v〉0 for v ∈ U (0+) . Hence
V = V ⇐⇒  ∈ S and ec++1 = ec++1.
Finally suppose that V = V (0,0, c+, c−)odd. Then 〈 , 〉altV = 〈 , 〉′0 and ϕV (ec++i) = δi,c1 for i = 1, . . . , c0.
Hence
V = V ⇐⇒ 〈u, v〉′0 = 〈u, v〉′0 for u, v ∈ U (0+) and ϕV = ϕV ⇐⇒  ∈ S ′
where S ′ = { ∈ L0 | (ec++c0 ) = ec++c0 , (W ) = W and 〈u, v〉′0 = 〈u, v〉′0 for u, v ∈ W } ∼= 1 ×
Spc0−1(F).
(iii) If we ﬁx c+ and c− , then we have [r]n/[r]c+[r]c−[r]c0 choices of the pair (V ∩ U0, V ∩ Un). On
the other hand, every element of M(U (+),U (−)) is contained in the L0-orbit of V = V (0,0, c+, c−)odd,
V (0,0, c+, c−)0even or V (0,0, c+, c−)1even as is proved in (i). Since |L0V | = ψεc0 (r) by (ii), we have the
desired formula for HV . 
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PH =
{
g ∈ H ∣∣ gU (+) = U (+) and g(U (+) ⊕ U (0+)) = U (+) ⊕ U (0+)}
= {g ∈ H | gU (+) = U (+) and gU (−) = U (−)}.
Then the unipotent radical NH of PH is written as
NH =
⎧⎨⎩h
⎡⎣⎛⎝ Ic+ ∗ ∗0 Ic0 ∗
0 0 Ic−
⎞⎠⎤⎦⎫⎬⎭
and
L =
{
h
[( A 0 0
0 B 0
0 0 C
)] ∣∣∣ A ∈ GLc+(F), B ∈ GLc0(F), C ∈ GLc−(F)
}
is a Levi subgroup of PH . Let M(p,q;F) denote the space of p × q matrices with entries in F. Then
every element of NH is written as
n(A, B,C) = h
⎡⎣⎛⎝ Ic+ A C0 Ic0 B
0 0 Ic−
⎞⎠⎤⎦
with A ∈M(c+, c0;F), B ∈M(c0, c−;F) and C ∈M(c+, c−;F).
Fix a V ∈ M(U (+),U (−)). By Deﬁnition 1.6, a full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn is called standard if
Vn = V and Vi = (Vi ∩ U (+−)) ⊕ (Vi ∩ U (0))
for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Here we write U (+−) = U (+) ⊕ U (−) .
Lemma 2.12.
(i) For every g ∈ NH , there exists a linear map
f g : V ∩ U (0) → U (+−)
such that gv = v + f g(v) for all v ∈ V ∩ U (0) .
(ii) The map g 
→ f g is a surjection of NH onto the space of F-linear maps Hom(V ∩ U (0),U (+−)).
Proof. (i) For g = n(A, B,C), we have gπ+(v) = π+(v)+ Aπ+(v) for v ∈ V ∩ U (0) . Here the matrix A
is naturally identiﬁed with the linear map A : U (0+) → U (+) . Since
J
⎛⎝ Ic+ 0 0t A Ic0 0
tC t B Ic−
⎞⎠−1 J =
⎛⎝ Ic− − Jc− t B Jc0 ∗0 Ic0 − Jc0 t A Jc+
0 0 Ic+
⎞⎠ ,
we have gπ−(v) = π−(v) − Jc− t B Jc0π−(v). Hence
gv = gπ+(v) + gπ−(v) + gπZ (v) = v + Aπ+(v) − Jc− t B Jc0π−(v).
So we can write f g(v) = Aπ+(v) − Jc− t B Jc0π−(v).
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f (v) = Aπ+(v) − Jc− t B Jc0π−(v)
with some A ∈M(c+, c0;F) and B ∈M(c0, c−;F). 
Let F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn be a full ﬂag in F2n+1 such that Vn = V . Deﬁne subsets I1 and I2 of I =
{1, . . . ,n} by
I1 = I1(F) = {γ1, . . . , γc} = {i ∈ I | Vi ∩ U (+−)  Vi−1 ∩ U (+−)},
I2 = I2(F) = {δ1, . . . , δc0} = {i ∈ I | Vi ∩ U (+−) = Vi−1 ∩ U (+−)}
where c = c+ + c− and γ1 < · · · < γc , δ1 < · · · < δc0 . Let τ (F) denote the permutation
τ (F) : (12 · · ·n) 
→ (γ1 · · ·γcδ1 · · · δc0)
of I and (τ (F)) the inversion number. Then

(
τ (F))= (c+ + c−)c0 − ∑
i∈I2(F)
dim(Vi ∩ U (+−)).
Proposition 2.13.
(i) Let F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn be a full ﬂag in F2n+1 such that Vn = V . Then there exists a g ∈ NH such that
gF : gV1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ gVn is standard.
(ii) Let F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn and F ′: V ′1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V ′n be two standard full ﬂags in F2n+1 . Suppose F ′ = gF
with some g = gN gL ∈ NH LH = PH . Then F ′ = gLF .
(iii) If F= Fr , then |NHF | = r(τ (F)) .
Proof. (i) Take elements vi ∈ Vi − Vi−1 for i ∈ I2 and deﬁne a subspace W =⊕i∈I2 Fvi of V . Then
we have V = U (+−) ⊕ W and
Vi = (Vi ∩ U (+−)) ⊕ (Vi ∩ W )
for i = 1, . . . ,n.
The subspace W is written as W = {v + f (v) | v ∈ V ∩U (0)} with some f ∈ Hom(V ∩U (0),U (+−)).
By Lemma 2.12, there exists a g ∈ NH such that gW = V ∩ U (0) . Hence the ﬂag gF is standard.
(ii) Suppose Vi = (Vi ∩ U (+−)) ⊕ (Vi ∩ U (0)), V ′i = (V ′i ∩ U (+−)) ⊕ (V ′i ∩ U (0)) and gV i = V ′i with
some g = gN gL ∈ NH LH = PH . For an element v ∈ Vi ∩ U (0) , write gv = v ′0 + v ′1 with v ′0 ∈ V ′i ∩ U (+−)
and v ′1 ∈ V ′i ∩ U (0) . Since gL v = g−1N gv ∈ U (+−) + v ′1, it follows that gL v = v ′1. Hence
gL(Vi ∩ U (0)) = V ′i ∩ U (0).
Since g(Vi ∩ U (+−)) = V ′i ∩ U (+−) and since gN acts trivially on U (+−) , it also follows that gL(Vi ∩
U (+−)) = V ′i ∩ U (+−) .
(iii) We may assume that F is standard. Let g be an element of NH . Then
gF =F ⇐⇒ f g(Vi ∩ U (0)) ⊂ Vi ∩ U (+−) for all i ∈ I2.
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condition is equivalent to
f g(vi) ∈ Vi ∩ U (+−) for all i ∈ I2.
The number of such f g is r
∑
i∈I2 dim(Vi∩U(+−)) . On the other hand, the number of elements in Hom(V ∩
U (0),U (+−)) is r(c++c−)c0 . Hence |NHF | = r(τ (F)) . 
2.5. Proofs of Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.4, Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 1.8
Theorem 1.2 follows from Proposition 2.3 (i), Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.11 (i). Proposition 1.7
is proved in Proposition 2.11.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Theorem 1.2, we may assume that t = (U0,Ud, V ) (d = n − a − b) with
V = V (a,b, c+, c−)odd, V = V (a,b, c+, c−)0even or V = V (a,b, c+, c−)1even. Since
|Gt| = ∣∣{(gU0, gUd) ∣∣ g ∈ G}∣∣|RdV | = |M||PUd||RdV |, (2.13)
we have only to compute |PUd| and |RdV |. By (2.8), we have
|PUd| = rd(d+1)/2 [r]n[r]d[r]n−d . (2.14)
On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 2.3 (ii) and (iii) that
|RdV | =
∣∣Q (Rd ∩ LW1)V ∣∣= r((n−a)(n−a+1)−d(d+1))/2 [r]n−d[r]a[r]b ∣∣(Rd ∩ LW1)V ∣∣. (2.15)
By Proposition 2.11 (iii), we have
∣∣(Rd ∩ LW1)V ∣∣= [r]d[r]c+[r]c−[r]c0 ψεc0(r). (2.16)
So the assertion follows from (2.13), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16). 
Let Ud and V be as above. Write H = LW1 ∩ Rd ∼= GLd(F). Then Rd = P ∩ PUd is decomposed as
Rd = Q H . By Proposition 2.5 (ii),
R(t) = P ∩ PUd ∩ PV = Rd ∩ PV = Q V (H ∩ PV )
where Q V = Q ∩ PV . Deﬁne a parabolic subgroup
PH = {g ∈ H | gU (+) = U (+), gU (−) = U (−)}
= {g ∈ H ∣∣ gU (+) = U (+), g(U (+) ⊕ U (0+)) = U (+) ⊕ U (0+)}
of H . Then we have a Levi decomposition PH = NH L where L is deﬁned in Section 1.3. Since NH ⊂
H ∩ PV ⊂ PH , we can write H ∩ PV = NH LV with LV = L ∩ PV . Thus we have:
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Q V × NH × LV  (g,h, ) 
→ gh ∈ R(t) = P ∩ PUd ∩ PV .
Proof of Theorem 1.8. (i) Let F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn be a full ﬂag in M0(V ). By Proposition 2.5 (i), there
exists a g ∈ Q V such that
gV i = (gV i ∩ W0) ⊕ (gV i ∩ W1) ⊕ (gV i ∩ W2),
gV i ∩ W0 = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Feai(F) and that gV i ∩ W2 = Fen+d+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen+d+1+bi(F) for i = 1, . . . ,n.
Consider the full ﬂag gVλ1 ∩ W1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ gVλd ∩ W1 in W1. By Proposition 2.13 (i), there exists an
h ∈ NH such that
hgV i ∩ W1 =
(
hgV i ∩ (U (+) ⊕ U (−))
)⊕ (hgV i ∩ U (0))
for i = 1, . . . ,n. So the ﬂag hgF is standard.
(ii) Let F and F ′ be two standard full ﬂags in M0(V ) such that gF = F ′ for some g ∈ R(t). By
Lemma 2.14, we can write g = gQ gN gL with gQ ∈ Q V , gN ∈ NH and gL ∈ LV . Since gN gL ∈ LW1 , it
follows from Proposition 2.5 (ii) that gN gLF =F ′ . By Proposition 2.13 (ii), we also have gLF =F ′ as
desired.
(iii) Let F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn be a standard full ﬂag in M0(V ). Considering the full ﬂag Vλ1 ∩ W1 ⊂· · · ⊂ Vλd ∩ W1 in W1, we deﬁne a permutation
τ ′ = τ ′(F) : (λ1 · · ·λd) 
→ (γ1 · · ·γcδ1 · · · δc0)
of the subset {λ1, . . . , λd} in {1, . . . ,n}. Let (τ ′) be the inversion number (τ ′) = |{(γi, δ j) | γi > δ j}|.
Then we have (τ ) = (σ ) + (τ ′) where
σ : (12 · · ·n) 
→ (α1 · · ·αaλ1 · · ·λdβ1 · · ·βb) and
τ : (12 · · ·n) 
→ (α1 · · ·αaγ1 · · ·γcδ1 · · · δc0β1 · · ·βb)
are as in Section 2.4 and Section 1.3.
By Proposition 2.13 (ii) and (iii), we have |NH LVF | = r(τ ′)|LVF |. On the other hand, by Proposi-
tion 2.5 (ii) and (iii), we have |Q V NH LVF | = [r]a[r]br(σ )|NH LVF |. Hence |R(t)F | = [r]a[r]br(τ )|LVF |
by Lemma 2.14. 
3. Orbits on GLn(F)/B
3.1. Preliminaries
Let F be an arbitrary ﬁeld. Let
V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn−1 ⊂ Fn and W1 ⊂ W2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Wn−1 ⊂ Fn
be two full ﬂags in Fn . (Write V0 = W0 = {0} and Vn = Wn = Fn .) Deﬁne di, j = dim(Vi ∩ W j) for
i, j = 0,1,2, . . . ,n and ci, j = di, j − di−1, j − di, j−1 + di−1, j−1 for i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n.
Proposition 3.1. The n× n matrix {ci, j} is a permutation matrix.
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we have ci, j  0. On the other hand,
∑n
i=1 ci, j = dn, j − d0, j − dn, j−1 + d0, j−1 = j − ( j − 1) = 1 and∑n
j=1 ci, j = di,n − di,0 − di−1,n + di,0 = i − (i − 1) = 1. Hence {ci, j} is a permutation matrix. 
We also have the following by the same arguments as above.
Proposition 3.2. The following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) ci, j = 1.
(ii) di, j − 1= di−1, j = di, j−1 = di−1, j−1 .
(iii) Vi ∩ W j  Vi−1 ∩ W j = Vi ∩ W j−1 = Vi−1 ∩ W j−1 .
(iv) Vi ∩ W j  (Vi−1 ∩ W j) + (Vi ∩ W j−1).
Remark 3.3 (Bruhat decomposition of G = GLn(F)). Let V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn−1 be the canonical full ﬂag
deﬁned by Vi = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fei for i = 1, . . . ,n − 1 with the canonical basis e1, . . . , en of Fn . The
subgroup B of G deﬁned by
B = {g ∈ G | gV i = Vi for i = 1, . . . ,n− 1}
= {upper triangular matrices in G}
is a Borel subgroup of G .
Let W1 ⊂ W2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Wn−1 be an arbitrary full ﬂag in Fn . By Proposition 3.1, we can deﬁne
a permutation ρ of {1,2, . . . ,n} determined by i = ρ( j) ⇐⇒ ci, j = 1. Suppose i = ρ( j). Then by
Proposition 3.2, we can take vectors vi ∈ Vi ∩ W j for i = 1, . . . ,n (for j = 1, . . . ,n) such that
vi /∈ Vi−1 ∩ W j = Vi ∩ W j−1 = Vi−1 ∩ W j−1.
It follows that v1, . . . , vn is a basis of Fn such that Vi = Fv1 ⊕· · ·⊕Fvi for i = 1, . . . ,n. It also follows
that vρ(1), . . . , vρ(n) is a basis of Fn such that W j = Fvρ(1) ⊕· · ·⊕Fvρ( j) for j = 1, . . . ,n. Deﬁne n×n
matrices
g = (v1v2 · · · vn) and w = {ci, j} = (eρ(1)eρ(2) · · · eρ(n)).
Then g ∈ B and gwV j = W j for j = 1, . . . ,n. Thus we have proved G =∐w∈W BwB where W is the
subgroup of G consisting of all the permutation matrices.
3.2. Sp2n-orbits on GL2n/B
Let 〈 , 〉 denote the alternating form on F2n deﬁned by
〈ei, e j〉 =
{
δi,2n+1− j for i  n,
−δi,2n+1− j for i > n.
Deﬁne a subgroup H = {g ∈ G | 〈gu, gv〉 = 〈u, v〉 for all u, v ∈ F2n} ∼= Sp2n(F) of G = GL2n(F). Let V1 ⊂
V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V2n−1 be a full ﬂag in F2n . Then there corresponds another (“decreasing”) full ﬂag V⊥1 ⊃
V⊥2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ V⊥2n−1 in F2n deﬁned by
V⊥i =
{
u ∈ F2n ∣∣ 〈u, v〉 = 0 for all v ∈ Vi}.
Deﬁne di, j = dim(Vi ∩ V⊥j ) and ci, j = di, j−1 −di, j −di−1, j−1 +di−1, j . Then we have the following two
propositions by Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2.
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Proposition 3.5. The following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) ci, j = 1.
(ii) di, j−1 − 1= di, j = di−1, j−1 = di−1, j .
(iii) Vi ∩ V⊥j−1  Vi ∩ V⊥j = Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1 = Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j .
(iv) Vi ∩ V⊥j−1  (Vi ∩ V⊥j ) + (Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1).
Since the orthogonal space of Vi ∩ V⊥j is V⊥i + V j , we have dim(V⊥i + V j) = 2n − di, j . So we
have
d j,i = dim
(
V j ∩ V⊥i
)= dim V j + dim V⊥i − dim(V j + V⊥i )
= j + (2n− i) − (2n− di, j) = di, j + j − i
and hence ci, j = c j,i .
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that ci, j = 1. Then we have 〈u, v〉 = 0 for all u ∈ (Vi ∩ V⊥j−1) − (Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1) and
v ∈ (V j ∩ V⊥i−1) − (V j−1 ∩ V⊥i−1).
Proof. Suppose u ∈ (Vi ∩ V⊥j−1) − (Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1) and v ∈ (V j ∩ V⊥i−1) − (V j−1 ∩ V⊥i−1). Then
〈u, V j−1〉 = {0} and V j = V j−1 ⊕ Fv.
If 〈u, v〉 = 0, then
〈u, V j〉 = 〈u, V j−1 ⊕ Fv〉 = 〈u, V j−1〉 = {0}
and hence u ∈ Vi ∩ V⊥j = Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1 by Proposition 3.5 (iii). But this contradicts the choice of u. 
Proof of Proposition 1.9. Suppose ci,i = 1. Then we can take an element v ∈ (Vi ∩ V⊥i−1) − (Vi−1 ∩
V⊥i−1) by Proposition 3.5 (iii). By Lemma 3.6, we have 〈v, v〉 = 0. But this contradicts that 〈 , 〉 is
alternating. 
Proof of Proposition 1.10. (i) We will prove this by induction on n. Take a pair (i, j) such that i < j
and that ci, j = 1. By Lemma 3.6, we can take a vi ∈ Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 and a v j ∈ V j ∩ V⊥i−1 such that
〈vi, v j〉 = 1. Put U = Fvi ⊕Fv j . Then we have a direct sum decomposition F2n = U ⊕U⊥ . If k i− 1,
then Vk ⊂ U⊥ . If i  k j − 1, then
Vk = Fvi ⊕
(
Vk ∩ U⊥
)= (Vk ∩ U ) ⊕ (Vk ∩ U⊥).
If k  j, then Vk ⊃ U . Hence for every k = 0, . . . ,2n, we have Vk = (Vk ∩ U ) ⊕ (Vk ∩ U⊥). We also
have V⊥ = (V⊥ ∩ U ) ⊕ (V⊥ ∩ U⊥) and
Vk ∩ V⊥ =
(
Vk ∩ V⊥ ∩ U
)⊕ (Vk ∩ V⊥ ∩ U⊥)
for k,  = 0, . . . ,2n.
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Vi−1 ∩ U⊥ = Vi ∩ U⊥ and V j−1 ∩ U⊥ = V j ∩ U⊥ . Deﬁne d′k, = dim Vk ∩ V⊥ ∩ U⊥ , d′′k, = dim Vk ∩
V⊥ ∩U , c′k, = d′k,−1 −d′k, −d′k−1,−1 +d′k−1, and c′′k, = d′′k,−1 −d′′k, −d′′k−1,−1 +d′′k−1, for k,  ∈ I =
{1, . . . ,2n}. Then dk, = d′k,+d′′k, and ck, = c′k,+c′′k, . For k ∈ I−{i, j}, we see that Vk−1∩U = Vk∩U .
So we have c′′k, = 0 and ck, = c′k, for k,  ∈ I − {i, j}.
By the assumption of induction, we can take a basis
v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , v j−1, v j+1, . . . , v2n
of U⊥ such that
Vk ∩ U⊥ =
⊕
∈{1,...,k}−{i, j}
Fv
and that 〈vk, v〉 = ck, for k,  ∈ I − {i, j}. Thus the basis v1, . . . , v2n of F2n satisﬁes the desired
properties. (Remark: We may take (i, j) = (i1, j1) = (1, j1) in the above proof. But we will need such
a general argument as above in the proof of Proposition 1.13.)
(ii) Since F = Fr consists of r elements, we have r − 1 choices of v1 in V1 = V1 ∩ V⊥j1−1. Fix v1.
Then we have r j1−1 choices of v j1−1 in V j1 = V j1 ∩ V⊥0 such that 〈v1, v j1 〉 = 1. Write
2 =
∣∣{i ∣∣ 2 < i and σ(2) > σ(i)}∣∣.
Then we have j1 = σ(2) = 2 + 2.
Fix v1 and v j1 . Then the subspaces U = Fv1 ⊕ Fv j1 and U⊥ in (i) are determined. Next we take
vi2 ∈ Vi2 ∩ U⊥ ∼= F. So we have r − 1 choices of vi2 . Fix vi2 . We see that
dim
(
V j2 ∩ U⊥
)= { j2 − 2 if j1 < j2,
j2 − 1 if j1 > j2.
On the other hand, if we write
4 =
∣∣{i ∣∣ 4 < i and σ(4) > σ(i)}∣∣,
then we have
4 =
{
j2 − 4 if j1 < j2,
j2 − 3 if j1 > j2.
Hence we have r4+1 choices of v j2 ∈ V j2 ∩ U⊥ such that 〈vi2 , v j2 〉 = 1.
Repeating this procedure, we have r − 1 choices of vik and r2k+1 choices of v jk if we ﬁx
v1, v j1 , . . . , vik−1 , v jk−1 . Here
2k =
∣∣{i ∣∣ 2k < i and σ(2k) > σ(i)}∣∣
for k = 1, . . . ,n. Since (σ ) = 2 + 4 + · · · + 2n , we have (r − 1)nrn+(σ ) choices of the bases
v1, . . . , v2n . 
Proof of Corollary 1.11. (i) Let F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V2n−1 be a full ﬂag in F2n . Then there exists a basis
v1, . . . , v2n of F2n satisfying Vi = Fv1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fvi for i = 1, . . . ,2n and 〈vi, v j〉 = ci, j for i < j by
Proposition 1.10 (i).
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→ (i1 · · · in jn · · · j1) of
{1, . . . ,2n} such that
i1 < · · · < in and that it < jt, cit , jt = 1 for t = 1, . . . ,n.
Deﬁne a “standard” basis u1, . . . ,u2n of F2n by
uρ(t) = et
for t = 1, . . . ,2n. Then we have
〈ui,u j〉 = ci, j if i < j.
Take g ∈ GL2n(F) so that gvi = ui for i = 1, . . . ,2n. Then g ∈ Sp2n(F) and gF is a “standard” full
ﬂag
Fu1 ⊂ Fu1 ⊕ Fu2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fu1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fu2n−1.
Thus we have proved that Sp2n(F)\GL2n(F)/B is parametrized by the set C2n of symmetric permuta-
tion matrices.
(ii) We have only to count the number of elements in C2n .
(iii) follows from Proposition 1.10 (ii). 
3.3. Q 2n-orbits on GL2n/B
Let H ∼= Sp2n(F) be as in the previous subsection. Let Q 2n denote the subgroup of H deﬁned by
Q 2n = {g ∈ H | ge2n = e2n}. Then Q 2n stabilizes the hyperplane W = Fe2⊕· · ·⊕Fe2n = (Fe2n)⊥ in F2n .
Let V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ V2n−1 be an arbitrary full ﬂag in F2n . Let S denote the subset of I × I deﬁned by
S = {(i, j) | Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 ⊂ W }. Deﬁne
S0 =
{
(i, j) ∈ S ∣∣ Vi ∩ V⊥j ⊂ W and Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1 ⊂ W }.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose (i, j) ∈ S0 . Then we have:
(i) ci, j = 1.
(ii) Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 ∩ W = Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1 = Vi ∩ V⊥j = Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j .
Proof. (i) If (i, j) ∈ S0, then (Vi ∩ V⊥j )+ (Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1) ⊂ W . So we have (Vi ∩ V⊥j )+ (Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1)
Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 and hence ci, j = 1 by Proposition 3.5.
(ii) By (i), it follows from Proposition 3.5 that
Vi ∩ V⊥j−1  Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j−1 = Vi ∩ V⊥j = Vi−1 ∩ V⊥j .
So the assertion is clear. 
It is clear that
(i, j) ∈ S and i  i′, j  j′ ⇒ (i′, j′) ∈ S. (3.1)
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(i, j) ∈ S ⇐⇒ i  i0 and j  j0 for some (i0, j0) ∈ S0.
For example, if n = 2 and S0 = {(2,1), (4,3)}, then
S = {(2,1), (3,1), (4,1), (4,2), (4,3)}.
Proof of Proposition 1.12. By Lemma 3.7, we may assume that x1 < x2 < · · · < xs . If i < j and y j < yi ,
then it follows from (xi, yi) ∈ S0 that (x j, y j + 1) ∈ S by (3.1). But this contradicts that (x j, y j) ∈ S0.
Thus we have
y1  · · · ys.
By Lemma 3.7, the numbers x1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , ys are distinct. 
Write I(A) = I − {x1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , ys}.
Proof of Proposition 1.13. (i) We will prove this by induction on n. First assume that s < n. Then
we can take a pair (i, j) in I(A) such that i < j and that ci, j = 1. By Lemma 3.6, we can take a
vi ∈ Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 and a v j ∈ V j ∩ V⊥i−1 such that 〈vi, v j〉 = 1. If (i, j) /∈ S , then
vi ∈ Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 ⊂ W .
On the other hand, if (i, j) ∈ S , then there exists an (xt , yt) ∈ S0 such that i > xt and j < yt . By
Lemma 3.7, there exists a v ∈ Vxt ∩ V yt−1 such that v /∈ W . Since xt < i, we have 〈v, v j〉 = 0. If
vi /∈ W , then we can replace vi by vi + αv ∈ Vi ∩ V⊥j−1 ∩ W with some α ∈ F× since Vxt ⊂ Vi and
V⊥yt ⊂ V⊥j−1. Thus we may assume that vi ∈ W . In the same way, we may also assume that v j ∈ W .
Put U = Fvi ⊕ Fv j and consider the direct sum decomposition F2n = U ⊕ U⊥ as in the proof of
Proposition 1.10. Since U ⊂ W , e2n is contained in U⊥ . So we may assume that we have chosen a
basis
v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , v j−1, v j+1, . . . , v2n
of U⊥ satisfying the conditions (a), (b) and (c) for U⊥ by the assumption of induction. Then the basis
v1, . . . , v2n of F2n is a desired one.
Finally we consider the case of s = n. By Proposition 1.10, we can take a basis v1, . . . , v2n of F2n
such that Vi = Fv1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fvi for i = 1, . . . ,2n and that 〈vi, v j〉 = ci, j for i < j. By Lemma 3.7,
vx1 , . . . , vxs are not contained in W . So we can normalize them so that
〈vx1 , e2n〉 = · · · = 〈vxs , e2n〉 = 1.
We can also normalize v y1 , . . . , v ys so that 〈vxt , v yt 〉 = εt where
εt =
{
1 if xt < yt,
−1 if xt > yt .
If yt < xt , then (yt , xt) /∈ S . So we have v yt ∈ W . On the other hand, if yt > xt and v yt /∈ W , then we
can replace v yt by v yt + αvxt ∈ W with some α ∈ F× . Thus the basis v1, . . . , v2n of F2n satisﬁes the
desired properties.
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the ﬁrst condition
vi ∈ W for i = x1, . . . , xs
in (c), the number of choices of vi becomes 1/r of the number without the condition (c) for each i
such that
(i, j) /∈ S − S0 with ci, j = 1 (3.2)
as in the proof of (i). Since there are m =m(F) indices i satisfying the condition (3.2) by the deﬁni-
tion, we divide the number by rm . On the other hand, the second condition
〈vx1 , e2n〉 = · · · = 〈vxs , e2n〉 = 1
in (c) is the condition on the length of vectors vx1 , . . . , vxs . So we divide the number by (r−1)s . Thus
we have (r − 1)n−srn+(σ )−m choices of the bases. 
Proof of Theorem1.14. (i) For each partition I = I(A)unionsq I(X)unionsq I(Y ) and each {ci, j} ∈ C(I(A)), we construct
a “standard” basis u1, . . . ,u2n of F2n as follows. We can take a unique subsequence i1 < · · · < in−s
in I(A) such that ci1, j1 = · · · = cin−s, jn−s = 1 with some j1, . . . , jn−s ∈ I(A) and that it < jt for t =
1, . . . ,n− s. Deﬁne
ui1 = es+1, . . . , u jn−s = en,
u j1 = e2n−s, . . . , u jn−s = en+1,
ux1 = e1 + e2, ux2 = e1 + e3, . . . , uxs−1 = e1 + es, uxs = e1,
uy1 = ε1e2n−1, uy2 = ε2e2n−2, . . . , uys−1 = εs−1e2n−s+1,
uys = εs(e2n − e2n−1 − · · · − e2n−s+1).
Then the basis vectors u1, . . . ,u2n satisfy the properties:
〈ui,u j〉 = ci, j for i < j, (3.3)
ui ∈ W for i = x1, . . . , xs (3.4)
and
〈ux1 , e2n〉 = · · · = 〈uxs , e2n〉 = 1. (3.5)
Let v1, . . . , v2n be the basis of F2n given in Proposition 1.13 (i). Let g be the element of GL2n(F)
deﬁned by gvi = ui for i = 1, . . . ,2n. By (3.3) and Proposition 1.13 (i) (b), g is an element of H ∼=
Sp2n(F). By (3.4), (3.5) and Proposition 1.13 (i) (c), we have
W = F(ux1 − ux2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ F(uxs−1 − uxs ) ⊕
⊕
i /∈{x1,...,xs}
Fui
= F(vx1 − vx2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ F(vxs−1 − vxs ) ⊕
⊕
i /∈{x ,...,x }
Fvi .1 s
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β = 〈ux1 , βe2n〉 = 〈gvx1 , ge2n〉 = 〈vx1 , e2n〉 = 1.
Thus we have proved g ∈ Q 2n . Since the ﬂag gV1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ gVn is written as gV i = Fu1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fui
(i = 1, . . . ,2n− 1) using the standard basis u1, . . . ,un , we have proved (i).
(ii) is clear and (iii) follows from Proposition 1.13 (ii). 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 1.19
Proof of Lemma 1.18. Let ξ(2k, s) be the number of the words with 2k letters consisting of
a,b, . . . ,A,B, . . . ,X,Y
with |I X | = |IY | = s. There are k − s pairs of a,b, . . . , or A,B, . . . and we can assign a signature +1 or
−1 to each pair according as they are small or capital. So we have
ξ(2k, s) = 2k−s(2k − 2s − 1)(2k − 2s − 3) · · ·1 (2k)!
(s!)2(2k − 2s)! =
(2k)!
(s!)2(k − s)! .
Thus we have the desired formula for ξ(2k) =∑ks=0 ξ(2k, s). We can prove ξ(2k − 1) =∑ks=1(2k −
1)!/s!(s − 1)!(k − s)! in the same way. 
Proof of Theorem 1.19. (i) We can divide every word w into the subword w1 consisting of α, β , +,
− and the subword w2 consisting of the other letters. There are 4n−k choices of w1 and ξ(k) choices
of w2 if the length of w2 is k. Considering the number of partitions of w into two subwords with
n− k letters and k letters, we get the desired formula
|G\M × M × M0| =
n∑
k=0
4n−k
(
n
k
)
ξ(k).
The proof of (ii) is similar because we have only to consider words without α and β . 
3.5. Proof of Theorem 1.20
Proof of Theorem 1.20. (i) is proved easily.
(ii) By the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 (iii), we have |(NW0 ∩ G ′)V | =
rbd+b(b−1)/2 = r((n−a)(n−a−1)−d(d−1))/2 and hence
∣∣(Q ∩ G ′)V ∣∣= r((n−a)(n−a−1)−d(d−1))/2 [r]n−d[r]a[r]b . (3.6)
Noting that Rd ∩ LW1 ⊂ G ′ , we have∣∣(Rd ∩ G ′)V ∣∣= ∣∣(Q ∩ G ′)(Rd ∩ LW1)V ∣∣
= r((n−a)(n−a−1)−d(d−1))/2 [r]n−d ∣∣(Rd ∩ LW1)V ∣∣.[r]a[r]b
184 T. Matsuki / Journal of Algebra 375 (2013) 148–187On the other hand, we also have |(P ∩ G ′)Ud| = rd(d−1)/2[r]n/([r]d[r]n−d) by (3.6). Combining
with (2.16), we get the desired formula
∣∣G ′t∣∣= ∣∣M0∣∣∣∣(P ∩ G ′)Ud∣∣∣∣(Rd ∩ G ′)V ∣∣= ∣∣M0∣∣ r(n−a)(n−a−1)/2[r]nψ0c0(r)[r]a[r]b[r]c+[r]c0 [r]c− . 
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Appendix A
Let F be an arbitrary ﬁeld and let Fn = U+ ⊕ U− be the direct sum decomposition of Fn with
U+ = Fe1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fem+ and U− = Fem++1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fen (n =m+ +m−). Let H denote the subgroup of
G = GLn(F) deﬁned by
H = {g ∈ G | gU+ = U+, gU− = U−}.
In this appendix, we will give a proof of the H-orbit decomposition on the full ﬂag variety of
G = GLn(F).
Let π+ : Fn → U+ and π− : Fn → U− denote the projections with respect to the direct sum de-
composition Fn = U+ ⊕ U− . For a full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn−1 in Fn , deﬁne
d+i, j = dim
(
π+(Vi) ∩ V j
)
, d−i, j = dim
(
π−(V j) ∩ Vi
)
for i, j = 0, . . . ,n and
c±i, j = d±i, j − d±i, j−1 − d±i−1, j + d±i−1, j−1, ci, j = c+i, j + c−i, j
for i, j = 1, . . . ,n.
Lemma A.1.
(i) {ci, j} is a permutation matrix.
(ii) i > j ⇒ c+i, j = 0 and i < j ⇒ c−i, j = 0.
(iii) ci, j = c j,i .
Proof. (i) As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we have c+i, j  0 and c
−
i, j  0. On the other hand, we
have
n∑
j=1
c+i, j = d+i,n − d+i,0 + d+i−1,n − d+i−1,0 = dimπ+(Vi) − dimπ+(Vi−1) and
n∑
j=1
c−i, j = d−i,n − d−i,0 + d−i−1,n − d−i−1,0 = dim(Vi ∩ U−) − dim(Vi−1 ∩ U−).
Hence
∑n
j=1 ci, j = dim Vi − dim Vi−1 = 1. In the same way, we also have
∑n
i=1 ci, j = 1. So the matrix{ci, j} is a permutation matrix.
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π+(Vi) ∩ V j = V j ∩ U+ . Hence c+i, j = 0. The second formula is similar.
(iii) Suppose i < j. Then it follows from (ii) that
ci, j = c+i, j = −dim
(
π+(Vi) + V j
)+ dim(π+(Vi) + V j−1)
+ dim(π+(Vi−1) + V j)− dim(π+(Vi−1) + V j−1)
since d+i, j = dimπ+(Vi) + dim V j − dim(π+(Vi) + V j) for i, j = 0, . . . ,n. It also follows from (ii) that
c j,i = c−j,i = −dim
(
π−(Vi) + V j
)+ dim(π−(Vi) + V j−1)
+ dim(π−(Vi−1) + V j)− dim(π−(Vi−1) + V j−1).
Since π+(Vk) + V = π−(Vk) + V for k , we have ci, j = c j,i . 
Deﬁne subsets
I(+) =
{
k+1 , . . . ,k
+
m+−s
}= {i ∈ I ∣∣ c+i,i = 1},
I(−) =
{
k−1 , . . . ,k
−
m−−s
}= {i ∈ I ∣∣ c−i,i = 1},
I(1) = {i1, . . . , is} = {i ∈ I | ci, j = 1 for some j > i},
I(2) = { j1, . . . , js} = { j ∈ I | ci, j = 1 for some i < j}
of I = {1, . . . ,n} with k+1 < · · · < k+m+−s , k−1 < · · · < k−m−−s , j1 < · · · < js and
cit , jt = 1 for t = 1, . . . , s.
Then I = I(+) unionsq I(−) unionsq I(1) unionsq I(2) . Write I(+) unionsq I(−) = {k1, . . . ,kn−2s} with k1 < · · · < kn−2s . Deﬁne a
permutation
σ : (12 · · ·n) 
→ (is · · · i1k1 · · ·kn−2s j1 · · · js)
of I and the inversion number (σ ). (Remark: Let τ denote the permutation corresponding to the
matrix {ci, j}. Then we can prove (τ ) = s(2n− s − 2) − 2(σ ).)
Proposition A.2. For every full ﬂag F : V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn−1 in Fn, deﬁne ci, j = c+i, j + c−i, j as above.
(i) We can take a basis v1, . . . , vn of Fn such that
(a) Vi = Fv1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fvi for i = 1, . . . ,n.
(b) c+i,i = 1 ⇒ vi ∈ U+ , c−i,i = 1 ⇒ vi ∈ U− and
i < j, ci, j = 1 ⇒ vi /∈ U+ ∪ U−, v j = π+(vi).
(ii) Deﬁne a basis u1, . . . ,un of Fn by
uk+t = et for t = 1, . . . ,m+ − s,
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uit = em+−s+t + en−s+t for t = 1, . . . , s,
u jt = em+−s+t for t = 1, . . . , s
and deﬁne g ∈ G by gvi = ui for i = 1, . . . ,n. Then g ∈ H.
(iii) If F= Fr , then the numberN (F) of the bases satisfying the conditions in (i) is
(r − 1)n−sr((m+−s)(m+−s−1)+(m−−s)(m−−s−1))/2+(σ ).
Proof. (i) Suppose c+i, j = 1. Then we can take a v ∈ π+(Vi) ∩ V j such that v /∈ π+(Vi) ∩ V j−1 =
π+(Vi−1) ∩ V j . If i = j, then vi = v ∈ U+ satisﬁes Vi = Vi−1 ⊕ Fvi . Suppose i < j and take a vi ∈ Vi
so that π+(vi) = v . Then Vi = Vi−1 ⊕ Fvi and vi /∈ U− . If vi ∈ U+ , then v = vi ∈ Vi ⊂ V j−1 a contra-
diction. Hence vi /∈ U+ . Take v j = v = π+(vi). Then V j = V j−1 ⊕ Fv j .
If c−i,i = 1, then we take a vi ∈ π−(Vi) ∩ Vi such that vi /∈ π−(Vi) ∩ Vi−1 = π−(Vi−1) ∩ Vi . Then
vi ∈ U− and Vi = Vi−1 ⊕ Fvi .
(ii) is clear from (i).
(iii) We will prove this by induction on n. First suppose c+n,n = 1. Then Vn−1 = (Vn−1 ∩ U+) ⊕ U−
and so the number of the bases v1, . . . , vn−1 of Vn−1 satisfying the conditions in (i) is
(r − 1)n−s−1r((m+−s−1)(m+−s−2)+(m−−s)(m−−s−1))/2+(σ ′)
by the assumption of induction. Here σ ′ is the permutation
σ ′ : (12 · · ·n− 1) 
→ (is · · · i1k1 · · ·kn−2s−1 j1 · · · js).
For each basis v1, . . . , vn−1 of Vn−1, we have (r − 1)rm+−1 choices of vn ∈ U+ − (U+ ∩ Vn−1). Since
(m+ − s)(m+ − s − 1)/2= (m+ − s − 1)(m+ − s − 2)/2+ (m+ − s − 1)
and since (σ ) = (σ ′) + s, we have
N (F) = (r − 1)n−sr((m+−s)(m+−s−1)+(m−−s)(m−−s−1))/2+(σ ).
The case of c−n,n = 1 is similar.
So we may assume cp,n = c+p,n = 1 with some p < n. Consider the subspace W = (Vn−1 ∩ U+) ⊕
(Vn−1 ∩ U−) of Fn . Then the number of the bases v1, . . . , vp−1, vp+1, . . . , vn−1 of W satisfying the
conditions in (i) is
(r − 1)n−s−1r((m+−s)(m+−s−1)+(m−−s)(m−−s−1))/2+(σ ′)
by the assumption of induction where σ ′ is the permutation
σ ′ : (12 · · · p − 1 p + 1 · · ·n− 1) 
→ (is−1 · · · i1k1 · · ·kn−2s j1 · · · js−1)
of {1 . . . , p − 1, p + 1, . . . ,n− 1}. (Note that p = is and n = js .) For each basis v1, . . . , vp−1, vp+1, . . . ,
vn−1 of W , we have (r − 1)rp−1 choices of vp ∈ V p − V p−1. Since (σ ) = (σ ′) + p − 1, we have the
desired formula for N (F) noting that vn = π+(vp). 
By this proposition, we can express orbits by “+−ab-symbols” as in Fig. 1 (cf. [10]). We can easily
count the number of orbits:
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|H\M| =
min(m+,m−)∑
s=0
n!
2ss!(m+ − s)!(m− − s)! .
Corollary A.4. For each full ﬂag F in Fn, deﬁne s and σ as above. If F= Fr , then
|HF | = (r − 1)srs(n−s−1)−(σ )[r]m+[r]m− .
Proof. Note that
|H| = (rm+ − 1)(rm+ − r) · · · (rm+ − rm+−1)
· (rm− − 1)(rm− − r) · · · (rm− − rm−−1)
= (r − 1)nr(m+(m+−1)+m−(m−−1))/2[r]m+[r]m− .
Since (m+(m+ −1)+m−(m− −1))/2− ((m+ − s)(m+ − s−1)+ (m− − s)(m− − s−1))/2 = s(n− s−1),
we have
|HF | = |H|/N (F) = (r − 1)srs(n−s−1)−(σ )[r]m+[r]m− . 
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